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Coordinate Transformation is First Completed Downstream
of Primary Motor Cortex
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It was suggested previously that the transformation of action to muscle-based coding is completed in the primary motor cortex (M1). This
is consistent with a predominant direct pathway leading from M1 to motoneurons. Accordingly, spinal segmental interneurons that are
located downstream to M1 are expected to show muscle-like coding properties. We addressed this hypothesis using simultaneous
recording of cortical and spinal activity in primates performing an isometric wrist task with multiple targets and two hand postures. Here
we show that while the motor cortex follows an intermediate coordinate frame, spinal interneurons already follow a muscle-like coordi-
nate frame. We thus suggest that the final steps in coordinate transformation of motor commands take place downstream of M1 via
corticospinal interactions.
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Introduction
Moving and interacting with the environment require an ongo-
ing translation of information obtained in sensor-defined coor-
dinates into commands defined in effector coordinates (Pouget
et al., 2000). Single-unit and population activity in sensory and
motor cortices were found to be related to vector properties (di-
rection and amplitude) of a stimulus or an action (Georgopoulos
et al., 1982; Andersen et al., 1985). These findings led researchers
to associate specific coordinate frames with different cortical ar-
eas. A previous study (Kakei et al., 1999, 2001) used a task ma-
nipulation that dissociated coordinate frames to show that pre-
motor ventral neuronal activity was consistently related to an
extrinsic (target-like) coordinate frame, whereas neuronal activ-
ity in M1 consisted of two distinct subpopulations: extrinsic and
muscle-like neurons. The coexistence of these two systems in a
single site prompted the hypothesis that M1 is responsible for the
translation of coordinate frames from extrinsic to muscle-like.
This suggestion is in accordance with the direct influence of mo-
tor cortex on spinal motoneurons (Todorov, 2000; Lemon et al.,
2004), although it has been argued that even this direct cortico-
motoneuronal path is subjected to further processing at the spi-
nal level (McKiernan et al., 2000; Schieber and Rivlis, 2007). The
natural prediction is that spinal interneurons (INs), which are
located downstream of the motor cortex, operate in a muscle-like
coordinate frame. Using a similar task we confirm this predic-
tion, but show that the hypothesis may require some refinements.

Here, we show that although INs appeared closely related to a
muscle-based representation as initially predicted, the motor
cortex operates in a coordinate frame that is neither extrinsic nor
intrinsic. These results indicate that corticospinal interactions
participate in the emergence of muscle-based representations of
motor commands. Spinal INs are thus an ideal candidate to serve
as a processing station for the cortical command before it reaches
muscles (Alstermark and Isa, 2002).

Materials and Methods
Animals and behavioral task. Three monkeys (Maccaca fascicularis) per-
formed an isometric wrist task with an instructed delay period. The
monkeys held their hand in either a pronation or supination position and
controlled a cursor on a computer screen by applying a two-dimensional
(2D) isometric torque at the wrist. A trial was initiated by the appearance
of a central target. The monkey positioned the cursor inside the target by
generating zero torque for a rest period (0.5 s). Then, eight peripheral
targets appeared (uniformly distributed around the center target at a
fixed distance) with one target changing its color for 0.5 s (cue), defining
the onset of a delay period. The disappearance of the central target (0.8 –
1.7 s after cue onset) served as a “go” signal. The monkeys then had to
attain the previously filled target by generating an isometric two-
dimensional torque in the appropriate direction, and keep the cursor
within the target box for an active-hold period (0.35– 0.7 s). Subse-
quently, the peripheral targets disappeared and the central target reap-
peared. The monkey returned to the rest position and received a reward,
after which the screen went blank for 1–1.5 s and a new trial started.

Recording sessions. Details of the recording technique are described
previously (Prut and Perlmutter, 2003). A cortical chamber was im-
planted above the motor cortex and the location of arm-related primary
motor cortex was mapped using a train of stimulating pulses (50 ms of
biphasic stimulation given at 300 Hz with intensity �60 �A). Subse-
quently, a spinal chamber was implanted above the cervical spinal cord
(C6 –T1). Extracellular single-unit activity was recorded from motor cor-
tex and spinal interneurons located at intermediate lamina while the
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monkey performed the task. After recordings were completed, two of the
monkeys were deeply anesthetized (ketamine, pentobarbital, 30 mg/kg)
and pins were inserted into known coordinates of the cortical implant.
Animals were then killed with pentobarbital sodium (50 mg/kg, i.v.) and
perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde. Cortical locations of penetrations
relative to anatomical landmarks were subsequently reconstructed. All
surgical and animal handling procedures were according to the National
Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
(1996), complied with Israeli law, and were approved by the Ethics Com-
mittee of the Hebrew University. Animal care was supervised by the
veterinarian staff of the Hebrew University.

Data collection. We recorded single-unit activity from arm- and hand-
related areas in the motor cortex of three monkeys. We found 207 neu-
rons that were directionally sensitive in at least one hand posture during
torque ramp (defined as 0 ms before until 500 ms after torque onset
time). Two other epochs were defined as “hold,” defined from 500 ms
before until the beginning of return to center position, and “pretorque”
(PT) defined from 500 ms before until torque onset time. Of this popu-
lation, 135 neurons were directionally tuned in both hand postures dur-
ing torque ramp. Of 135 cortical neurons that were tuned in both hand
postures during torque ramp, 82 were recorded from sites in which in-
tracortical microstimulation evoked hand/wrist movements and were
thus labeled as “hand related neurons.” In two monkeys, we recorded
single-unit activity from segmental (C6 –T1) spinal interneurons. We
found 77 neurons that were directionally sensitive in at least one hand
posture during torque ramp and 36 spinal neurons that were direction-
ally tuned in both hand postures. We recorded electromyogram activity
from selected identified forearm muscles (number of samples in paren-
theses): flexor carpi radialis (2), flexor carpi ulnaris (1), flexor diagito-
rum superficialis (3), flexor digitorum profundus (3), palmaris longus
(3), extensor carpi radialis (2), extensor carpi ulnaris (1), extensor digi-
torum communis (2), extensor digitorum 2, 3 (1), and extensor digito-
rum 4, 5 (3). All muscles were directionally tuned in both hand postures
during torque ramp.

Data analysis. For each time window, we analyzed neurons that were
directionally tuned in both hand postures. Directional tuning was deter-
mined using a bootstrap method (Crammond and Kalaska, 2000) ( p �
0.05). Two preferred direction (PD) shift distributions were compared
by a test for common mean direction of two samples (Fisher, 1993).

A dynamic index (DI) was computed to quantify posture-related
changes in the level of force-direction firing of single-cells (Sergio and
Kalaska, 2003): DI � (DRp � DRs)/(DRp � DRs). DRp and DRs were
defined as the difference between the maximal versus minimal target-
related firing in pronation and supination, respectively. Thus, DI ranged
from �1 to �1. Large absolute values indicate large posture-dependent
differences in firing rate. Near-zero values indicate no change in the
dynamic range of firing induced by a change in wrist configuration.

The population vector reconstruction was based on vector summation
(Sergio et al., 2005):

P�M, p� � �
i

wi�M, p�Ci�r�,

where P is a vector pointing in the reconstructed direction for target M
(M � [1. . . 8]) and hand posture p (pronation or supination), Ci(r) is the
preferred direction of neuron i at wrist posture r (pronation or supina-
tion) during torque ramp, and wi( M, p) is a weight computed for each
target M and hand posture p using wi( M, p) � di( M, p) � d� i,rest( p).
di( M, p) is the average firing rate of neuron i in the M direction at the p
hand posture during torque ramp. d� i,rest( p) is the average firing rate of
neuron i at the p hand posture across all targets during the rest period
(500 ms before cue onset). If r � p, then the reconstruction uses weights
and PDs from the same hand posture, whereas if r � p, then the recon-
struction uses weights from the current hand posture with PDs of the
opposite hand posture.

Results
We trained three monkeys to perform a 2D isometric center-out
wrist task to eight directions in two hand postures: pronation and

supination. Consistent with a previous study, we found that this
task dissociates three coordinate frames locked to either: extrinsic
(0° rotation), muscle activity (�75° clockwise rotation), or hand-
orientation (180° rotation; previously referred to as the joint co-
ordinate system). We recorded single-unit activity from 207 task-
related cells in arm-related areas of the motor cortex in three
monkeys and from 77 task-related segmental interneurons in the
cervical enlargement of two monkeys. Of these cells and for any
given time window we took the subgroup of cells that were direc-
tionally tuned in both hand postures and used the shift in their
preferred directions (	PD) between hand postures to assign an
appropriate coordinate frame.

The magnitude and distribution of PD shifts computed for
both spinal and cortical neurons, but not forearm muscles, varied
across the different epochs included in the analysis (Table 1).
Before torque onset (PT period), the distribution of 	PDs of
cortical neurons was predominantly unimodal with a consis-
tently (i.e., nonrandom) clockwise PD shift that was in between
extrinsic (i.e., no shift in PD) and muscles. This distribution was
significantly different from the 	PD distribution of the forearm
muscles [p � 0.05, test for common mean direction for two sam-
ples (CMD2S)]. These results were also confirmed for a subgroup
of cortical neurons that were recorded from hand-related sites
(supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material). At the same time, tuned spinal neurons exhib-
ited a bimodal distribution of PD shifts with one subgroup show-
ing a clockwise PD shift similar to the mean cortical shift (n � 7,
�6° � 	PD � �32°; mean, �18°) and a second subgroup show-
ing a larger PD shift (n � 9, �55° � 	PD � �115°; mean, �75°)
comparable with the shift observed for forearm muscles.

When monkeys started to exert torque (torque ramp), a larger
number of cortical and spinal neurons were tuned in both hand
configurations, and the observed 	PDs were larger. At this time,
the spinal 	PD distribution was unimodal and was not signifi-
cantly different from the 	PD distribution of the forearm mus-
cles ( p 
 0.5, CMD2S). The cortical 	PDs also increased, but
remained significantly different from both spinal neurons ( p �
0.05, CMD2S) and forearm muscles ( p � 0.05, CMD2S). Note
that the distribution of cortical PD shifts was broad and slightly
bimodal. Nevertheless, most of these neurons followed an inter-
mediate coordinate frame (n � 76, 56%, �60° � 	PD � 15°;
mean, �28°). Only 23% of the cells had a PD shift comparable
with a muscle coordinate frame (n � 31, �135° � 	PD � �60°;
mean, �95°). Hand-related cortical neurons were not signifi-
cantly different from spinal neurons ( p 
 0.3, CMD2S) or fore-
arm muscles ( p 
 0.08, CMD2S). However, for this same group
of neurons, a larger number of cells followed an intermediate
coordinate frame (n � 40/82; mean, 30°) compared with a mus-
cle coordinate frame (n � 25/82; mean, �92°).

During the last 500 ms of the hold period, the distributions of
PD shifts were broader. The number of participating muscle and
spinal INs remained the same as during torque ramp, but the
number of available cortical neurons decreased substantially. Ap-

Table 1. Mean PD shifts expressed by neurons and muscles at different epochs

Pretorque (n, mean 	PD) Torque ramp Hold

Muscles 10,�64° 21, �75° 21, �75°
Spinal 18,�50°a 36, �65° 36, �63°
Cortex 93,�27° 135, �43° 85, �52°
Cortex: hand 55,�33° 82, �54° 48, �53°
aDuring pretorque, the distribution of spinal PD shifts appeared bimodal; hence, the mean is less informative.
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parently, at this period the two coordinate
systems (cortical and spinal) tended to co-
alesce while the monkey was required to
exert a steady directional torque. No signif-
icant differences were found between spi-
nal cord and the cortex ( p 
 0.2, CMD2S)
and between spinal cord and muscles ( p 

0.2, CMD2S). However, the difference be-
tween cortex and muscles remained signif-
icant ( p � 0.05, CMD2S).

The process of transition of extrinsic-
to-intrinsic representation along task per-
formance was further examined using a
sliding window of 300 ms that was moved
in 100 ms steps (Fig. 1D). After cue onset,
only a few spinal and cortical cells were
tuned and both populations expressed a
near extrinsic-based coding (mean 	PD,
�20° clockwise). Soon after, spinal repre-
sentation became muscle-like, whereas
cortical neurons maintained an intermedi-
ate representation. The two systems only
converged during the late phases of the
performed action where they expressed a
near muscle-based representation. Inter-
estingly, this convergence appeared tran-
sient, after which cortical neurons returned
to exhibit an intermediate representation,
whereas spinal neurons (and muscles)
maintained a complete PD shift.

The discrepancy in PD shifts between
motor cortex and muscles is not necessarily
at odds with direct cortical control of
movement, because of the posture-
dependent modulation in firing rates
(Andersen et al., 1985; Kakei et al., 2003)
(see example of polar plots computed for
spinal neuron in Fig. 1B). It was shown
theoretically that premotoneuronal neu-
rons can directly control muscles using a
strategy that exchanges PD shifts for a dy-
namic range of firing (Salinas and Abbott,
1995; Shah et al., 2004). Nevertheless, we
found that during torque ramp the dy-
namic indices (see Materials and Methods)
of cortical and spinal neurons were both
symmetrically distributed around zero
(Fig. 1E). Thus, despite having different
PD shifts, both cortical and spinal neurons
expressed a similar modulation of their dy-
namic ranges.

Although intact spinal machinery prop-
erly decodes the intermediate cortical co-
ordinate frame, it may pose a problem for
artificial decoding algorithms (e.g., the
population vector) (Georgopoulos et al., 1986) if it is assumed
that the population signal relates to a fixed coordinate frame
(extrinsic or intrinsic). We found that using the population vec-
tor (Sergio et al., 2005) with the appropriate PDs resulted in very
accurate direction estimations as long as we kept PD estimation
and movement reconstruction within a single hand posture (Fig.
2). However, reconstructing direction after changing the hand
posture without updating the PD caused an obvious error in

direction estimation because of the consistent PD shift exhibited
by cortical and spinal neurons.

Discussion
Our results demonstrate that around torque-onset, motor cortex
and structures located downstream to it do not share a common
coordinate frame. Spinal INs appeared to follow a muscle-based
coordinate frame early in the task, whereas the emergence of a
small proportion of muscle-like cortical neurons appeared later

Figure 1. Consistent albeit different PD shifts in the motor cortex and in the spinal cord. A, Raster plots of a cortical neuron (up)
and a spinal interneuron (down) aligned on torque onset in two hand postures: pronation (left) and supination (right). B, Polar
plots of directional tuning and preferred directions during torque ramp for the same cortical neuron (up) and spinal interneuron
(down) computed for pronation (green) and supination (blue) trials. The clockwise shift of PD with hand posture can be observed.
In the examined time window the spinal interneuron showed a gain field effect. C, Polar histograms of the PD shifts of motor
cortex neurons (up) and INs (down) during the 500 ms before torque onset (left), after torque onset (middle) and before release
of active torque (right). Dashed lines mark the extrinsic (0°), hand-orientation (180°) and muscle (mean	PD) coordinate frames.
The shifts are consistently clockwise with a clear difference in values between motor cortex and downstream structures around
torque onset. The PD shifts in the motor cortex and spinal cord become more similar but more variable during active hold. D,
Moment-to-moment mean 	PD in the cortex (red) and spinal cord (blue). Both structures are similar during early delay and late
ramp periods. However, the two structures depart in their representation during late delay and early ramp periods. The length of
the arrows is proportional to the number of units participating (normalized by the maximum number of participating units in
each structure). The number of participating units in the motor cortex decreases during late ramp period but remains steady in the
spinal cord. E, Dynamic indices in the motor cortex (red) and spinal cord (blue) are symmetrically distributed around zero.
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in the task during motor execution. The majority of cortical neu-
rons, however, appeared to follow a coordinate frame that was
somewhere in between the extrinsic and the intrinsic muscle-like
coordinate frames throughout the task. This suggests that cortical
commands are further processed downstream, possibly via a seg-
mental network dynamic (Deneve et al., 2001) and/or a specific
wiring scheme of descending pathways on motoneurons.

Before torque onset, cortical neurons showed a consistent but
partial PD shift which differed from the bimodal distribution of
PD shifts (no shift and complete shift) observed in the reference
study (Kakei et al., 1999). A possible source for this discrepancy is
the isometric task used in our study (Sergio et al., 2005). In fact,
we observed slower cursor motion (mean, 670 ms), a monotonic
increase in muscle activation, and a steady torque rather than a
steady position at the peripheral target. In contrast, the move-
ment task was very fast (movement time, �200 ms) and had a
more complex muscle activation pattern. It might therefore en-
gage a pure feedforward control in which M1 exerts predominant
direct control.

Posture-dependent PD shifts were observed previously in mo-
tor cortex in tasks involving the whole arm (Scott and Kalaska,
1997). The shifts appeared consistent when the arm was rotated
around an axis that was perpendicular to the work plane (Cam-
initi et al., 1991; Sergio and Kalaska, 2003; Morrow et al., 2007).
However, the use of a larger rotation of the hand (180°) enabled
dissociation between the external, muscle, and hand-orientation
representations that was difficult to obtain in previous studies.
Furthermore, it allowed us to observe the differential effect on
cortical and spinal populations. Because both cortical and spinal
neurons showed a similar modulation of dynamic range, we sug-
gest that the magnitude of observed PD shifts is not a redundant
feature, but a fundamental functional property of the neural
computations taking place in each of these premotoneuronal cir-
cuitries. Partial PD shifts were suggested to play a role in coordi-
nate transformation by stochastic recurrent neural networks
(Deneve et al., 2001). Our results tend to support such a cortical

mechanism for control of movements. In addition, our results
suggest that as trials progress, cortical command changes as a
result of different weighing of extrinsic-related with muscle-
related inputs. Spinal circuitry may thus be required to transform
this variable cortical command into a consistent muscle
command.

Previous studies have shown that using the activity of a pop-
ulation of neurons to reconstruct movement has the advantage of
reducing the variability associated with the firing rate of a single
neuron (Schwartz et al., 2006). However, as expected and as
shown by our results, a consistent bias cannot be washed out by
the population averaging. For example, in our work using a
model that was constructed for one hand posture to predict di-
rection in a different hand posture led to a prediction that was
incompatible with extrinsic, hand-orientation, or muscle-related
directions. It thus appears that reconstruction success may be
confined to a specific motor context and attempts to extrapolate
these results to a different motor context may yield poor perfor-
mance. Because the term motor context may include internal or
mental processes (Georgopoulos et al., 1989), which can be
harder to control, a correct reconstruction of motor action based
on cortical signals may require adaptive control algorithms (Tay-
lor et al., 2002).
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